LOADING SERVICE PROGRAMS DYNAMICALLY

This zip contains the source and complied objects for an example of loading service programs dynamically.
Service program are normally bound to a program or service program at compile time. When the program or service program is started, all the referenced service program are loaded so you must know which service program you want to load at compile time. Even if you do use a service program it is loaded.  
In V6R1, a new option was added called deferred loading. You still must know which service programs you want to use at compile time but the service programs are not loaded until they are referred in a program. This option was created so that a service program did not get loaded unless it was needed.
But what if you do not know what service program you want to load until run-time or you do not want to load a service program at all if certain conditions are not true? 
An example of this might be a shipping application. You might have a UPS, a FEDEX, a USPS but a customer might only use only one. You do not want to load all of them. With dynamic loading, you can just put the name of the service program and the procedure to execute to say, do UPS processing. 
The other advantage to using a dynamic service program is that program can be reloaded if changes are made to the service program. This is something that you cannot do with a program. You can rename the existing program and new users will get the new copy but the existing users will continue to have the old version until they signoff and back on. With a dynamic service program, when you reload you get the new version. You just need a method of signaling to your program to reload the service program. In my Trigger Mediator this occurs when a control user space has a timestamp changed.  
The code to do this is actually very simple using the enclosed service programs. The program T_DYNL is any example of a program that dynamically loads a service program named T_SRVP.
All the source code is included in directory "source" and the save file LOAD_DYN@V5R3M0.SAVF contains all the source code and objects compiled at V5R3M0 level. 
There is also a program called AA_CREATE that will create all the objects of the example. You will need to create a single source file named QSRCF with a length of 132.
CRTSRCPF FILE(LOAD_DYN/QSRCF) RCDLEN(132) 
If you do not want to use a single source file you will need to redo the AA_CREATE program to use multiple source files. 
The simplest way is to simply copy the save file to the AS/400 and restore the library. I have included a document explaining the various ways you copy the save file to the AS/400.
If have questions, please contact me at 
alan0307d@gmail.com
Alan Campin         


